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Novel antibody competition
binding assay identifies
distinct serological profiles
associated with protection

Jessica S. Bolton1, Randall S. MacGill2, Emily Locke2,
Jason A. Regules1 and Elke S. Bergmann-Leitner1*

1Biologics Research & Development, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR), Silver Spring,
MD, United States, 2Center for Vaccine Innovation and Access, PATH, Washington, DC, United States
Introduction: Pre-erythrocytic malaria vaccines hold the promise of inducing

sterile protection thereby preventing the morbidity and mortality associated with

Plasmodium infection. The main surface antigen of P. falciparum sporozoites,

i.e., the circumsporozoite protein (CSP), has been extensively explored as a target

of such vaccines with significant success in recent years. Systematic adjuvant

selection, refinements of the immunization regimen, and physical properties of

the antigen may all contribute to the potential of increasing the efficacy of CSP-

based vaccines. Protection appears to be dependent in large part on CSP

antibodies. However due to a knowledge gap related to the exact correlates of

immunity, there is a critical need to improve our ability to down select candidates

preclinically before entering clinical trials including with controlled human

malaria infections (CHMI).

Methods: We developed a novel multiplex competition assay based on well-

characterized monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that target crucial epitopes across

the CSP molecule. This new tool assesses both, quality and epitope-specific

concentrations of vaccine-induced antibodies by measuring their equivalency

with a panel of well-characterized, CSP-epitope-specific mAbs.

Results: Applying this method to RTS,S-immune sera from a CHMI trial

demonstrated a quantitative epitope-specificity profile of antibody responses

that can differentiate between protected vs. nonprotected individuals. Aligning

vaccine efficacy with quantitation of the epitope fine specificity results of this

equivalency assay reveals the importance of epitope specificity.

Discussion: The newly developed serological equivalence assay will inform

future vaccine design and possibly even adjuvant selection. This methodology

can be adapted to other antigens and disease models, when a panel of relevant

mAbs exists, and could offer a unique tool for comparing and down-selecting

vaccine formulations.
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Introduction

Understanding immune correlates of protection can greatly

facilitate the development of effective vaccines. Antibodies have

been identified as correlates of protection for some vaccines

[reviewed in (1)]. The Plasmodium falciparum sporozoite’s

Circumsporozoite Protein (CSP) is the target of most pre-

erythrocytic malaria vaccines. This includes the vaccine RTS,S/

AS01E that is based on a CSP fragment, and the vaccine was

recommended for widespread use among children in sub-Saharan

Africa and in other regions with moderate to high P. falciparum

malaria transmission. This recommendation was based on results

from an ongoing pilot implementation program in more than

900,000 children in Ghana, Kenya and Malawi (2–5). In 2022,

RTS,S/AS01E (Mosquirix) became the first malaria vaccine to

receive prequalification approval from the WHO, which enables

UNICEF to purchase the vaccine (6).

Additional CSP-based vaccine candidates have also shown

promise in clinical studies, thus bringing the community closer to

additional protective malaria vaccine(s) [(7), and Robben et al.,

manuscript in preparation]. Assessing vaccine efficacy through

surrogate immunological parameters is hampered by the lack of

confirmed immune correlates of protection mediated by CSP-specific

immune responses. Antibody titers, as measured by enzyme linked

immunosorbent assays (ELISA), alone have not been able to predict

protection (8–10), requiring a multi-faceted assessment of antibody

isotypes, functional activity, and avidity (9, 11). Various rodent

models have been employed to assess and screen candidate

vaccines, and some are undergoing interrogation for correlation

with controlled human malaria infection model (CHMI) results

(Locke et al., manuscript in preparation). However, the CHMI trial

continues to be the best way to assess vaccine efficacy in early,

reasonably sized clinical studies, therefore lengthy development time

and great cost must be expended before a definitive clinical field

efficacy readout can be obtained. The objective of the present study

was to develop a serological competition assay, the CSP-based assay

for serological quantification and equivalency (CBASQE), that

assesses the equivalency of vaccine-induced antibodies in relation

to well-characterized monoclonal antibodies against key epitopes of

CSP. In this assay, the equivalence, i.e., the ability of CSP vaccine-

induced antibodies to successfully compete with well characterized,

relevant mAbs for binding to their epitopes, determines epitope

specificity, implied avidity, and concentration of antibodies in sera

from vaccinees. One of the key features of the assay – and difference

from standard assays for evaluating serum samples - is its ability to

evaluate both preclinical and clinical samples, unbiased by the use of

different, species-specific secondary antibodies (Bolton et al.

manuscript in preparation).

Our CBASQE assay was developed using an electro-

chemiluminescence immune assay (ECLIA)-based multiplex

platform that has unique qualifying features: (1) high sensitivity

with exceptionally low inter- and intra-assay variability; (2) wide

linear range over 4-5 logs; and (3) suitability for testing closely

related antigens without cross reactivity due to antigenic similarity

and competition; and (4) a proven suitability for samples from

human malaria vaccinees (12–15).
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The CBASQE assay was designed as a competition assay using

well-defined monoclonal antibodies specific for crucial epitopes

within CSP with most having demonstrated functional activity in

preclinical models and/or the clinic. To this end, we selected the N-

terminus specific mAb 5D5 (16, 17), the junctional region-specific

(NPDP) mAb CIS43 (18, 19), the minor repeat-specific (NVDP)

mAb L9 (18, 20, 21), the major repeat-specific (NPNA6) mAb 317

(19, 22–24), and the C-terminal mAbs 236 (16) and 369. These

important epitopes are linear except for those in the C-terminus.

Importantly, no steric inhibition between these mAbs, even with the

two C-terminus-specific mAbs, is anticipated nor has it been

observed (Bolton et al, manuscript in preparation) allowing for

the independent quantitation of these regional responses. Plate

antigen selection was based on the reported roles of the various

regions of CSP during sporozoite migration to the liver and

invasion of host cells: The N-terminus sequence plays a crucial

role during the passage of the sporozoite to the liver (25, 26). CSP

undergoes cleavage of the N-terminus right before infecting

hepatocytes, a process during which the C-terminus is revealed,

allowing it to bind to cellular receptors and mediate entry into the

host cell (25). The junctional region and the repeat region are

critical for successful invasion, at least for some of the Plasmodium

species, particularly P. falciparum. The junction-specific mAb

CIS43 and minor repeat-specific mAb L9 have recently been

tested in clinical trials (NCT04206332 and NCT05019729) for

their ability to protect against progression to blood-stage

infections after intravenous delivery with subsequent sporozoite

CHMI and demonstrated significant efficacy (27, 28). The major

repeat region is represented by six NPNA repeats, which is long

enough to measure binding of homodimerizing mAbs (19, 24, 29–

32), but minimizes cross reactive binding by mAbs CIS43 and L9

(21, 33). The CBASQE assay was used to dissect repeat region-

specific antibody responses to determine the importance of junction

vs. minor- vs. major repeat-specific antibodies.

The plate antigens representing the CSP C-terminus used in our

assay span most of the non-repeat region of the RTS,S vaccine

construct (CSP aa 272-389) and harbor many highly polymorphic

amino acid positions presumably selected by immune pressure

present in the field. A subset of these sequences was observed to

be associated with allele-specific vaccine protection in a previous

study (34). The role of C-terminal antibodies is disputed, especially

when assessing the functional activity of mAbs in rodent models

(35), but there is mounting evidence from studies of clinical samples

suggesting antibodies with C-terminal specificity are indeed a

component of protective responses following RTS,S/AS01

vaccination (15, 36–39). Furthermore, previous work from our

laboratory has demonstrated that the breadth of C-terminal

antibody responses is associated with protection (15). In that

study, eight variant C-terminal peptides derived from a database

of naturally occurring CSP sequences in an RTS,S/AS01E phase III

ancillary genotyping study (34) were tested for reactivity with sera

from malaria-naïve RTS,S vaccinees (15). Neafsey et al. had

determined the Hamming distance of each of the variant peptides

to the RTS,S vaccine’s 3D7 sequence at polymorphic amino acid

positions (34). The results of this C-terminal breadth assay

suggested the breadth of antibody reactivity is an indicator of a
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focused response against the conserved portion of the molecule.

These responses to the conserved region are likely mediating

functional activity. To account for variants present in the field,

the assay described here includes the 3D7 sequence of the C-

terminus that is represented in many CSP-based vaccines

including RTS,S (40) and R21 (41). The H18 peptide represents

mid-Hamming distant divergence [Hamming distance = 5], and the

H50 represents the most divergent variant [Hamming distance =

10] from the 3D7 sequence.

To demonstrate the power of the novel CBASQE assay in

discerning qualitative differences and assessing antibody

equivalency, we tested a panel of clinical samples from an RTS,S

trial (42) with known protective status of the vaccinees (15, 42).

With these data, we established serological profiles of protective

responses in humans induced by RTS,S vaccination and can assess

potential contributing and hierarchical roles of the distinct epitopes

in protection. These results emphasize the importance of dissecting

minor/major repeat and C-terminal specific immune responses and

their role in mediating protection. Systematic comparisons of

CBASQE profiles of preclinical, Phase I/IIa and Phase IIb samples

will be invaluable when assessing the contributions of region-

specific antibodies to protection and guide future vaccine design

by indicating the critical epitopes to be included in next-generation

CSP-based vaccines designed to induce both high quantity and

high-quality vaccine responses. Such an approach could result in

greater durability than has been observed with current CSP-

based vaccines.
Materials and methods

Peptides and antibodies

Seven biotinylated PfCSP peptides spanning across the CSP

molecule were produced (CS Bio, Menlo Park, CA), Atlantic

Peptides Inc, Concord, NH)) and sequences are listed in Table 1.

Human monoclonal antibodies (mAb 5D5, CIS43, L9, 317, 236, and

369) were tagged using the MSD Gold-Sulfo-Tag NHS- Ester
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Conjugat ion Pack (MesoScale Discovery (MSD) Inc,

Gaithersburg, MD), per manufacturer’s instructions. The Sulfo-

tagged mAbs were used as competitors, i.e., determining the

strength of serum antibodies to compete with the epitope-specific

mAbs. The fine specificities of these mAbs are listed in Table 1.
Clinical test samples

The use of serum samples was reviewed by the WRAIR Human

Subjects Protection Branch (Protocol WRAIR#2142). Pre-immune

and day of challenge sera (two weeks post third immunization from

a previously conducted clinical trial (NCT00075049) (42) in which

study participants vaccinated with RTS,S adjuvanted with AS01B or

AS02A (n =18 protected subjects, n =18 non-protected subjects)

were tested. The study enrolled both, male and female healthy U.S.

residents ages 18-45 years with no travel history to malaria-endemic

countries. Preliminary experiments did not show differences

between the two adjuvant cohorts in the level of their antibody

responses to the variant peptides (13) nor their avidity to repeat and

C-terminal 3D7 peptide. A human CSP-immune serum pool (CSP-

AV) and commercial human AB pooled serum were used as

positive and negative assay controls, respectively.
CBASQE assay

The CBASQE assay is based on the Mesoscale platform and uses

the 10-spot, U-PLEX format (MSD, Gaithersburg, MD) (Bolton et

al, manuscript in preparation, graphic summary of assay in

Figure 1). The U-plex format utilizes specific U-plex Linkers for

targeted coating of specific spots within the wells of a U-plex plate.

Previous work from our lab established that none of the ten available

Linkers differ in their efficiency to bind to their specific spot (13).

To prepare the assay plates, each biotinylated peptide (Table 1),

representing the N-terminus, junctional region, minor repeat,

major repeat, and C-terminus, was diluted to 300 nM with the

coating diluent (PBS with 0.5% BSA) based on our previous work
TABLE 1 Sequences of peptides and specificity of human mAbs used for the ECLIA-based CBASQE assay.

MSD Spot # Plate antigen Sequence Epitope specific mAb

1 N-terminus
GSSSNTRVLNELNYDNAGTNLYNELEMNYYGKQENWYSLKKN
SRSLGENDDGNNEDNEKLRKPKHKKLKQPADG

5D5

2 Junction KQPADGNPDPNANPNVDP CIS43

3 Minor repeats NVDPNANPNVDPNANPNVDPNANP L9

8 Major repeats (NPNA)6 317

9 C-term 3D7
HNMPNDPNRNVDENANANSAVKNNNNEEPSDKHIKEYLNKIQNSLS
TEWSPCSVTCGNGIQVRIKPGSANKPKDELDYANDIEKKICKMEKCS

236, 369

10 C-term H18
mid-Hamming distance = 5
HNMPNDPNRNVDENANANNAVKNNNNEEPSDKHIKEYLNKIQNSISTEWSP
CSVTCGNGIQVRIKPGSADKPKDQLDYINDIEKKICKMEKCS

369

7 C-term H50
most divergent from 3D7: Hamming distance = 10
HNMPNDPNRNVDENANANNAVKNNNNEEPSDKHIEQYLKTIKNSL
STEWSPCSVTCGNGIQVRIKPGSAGKSKNELDYENDIEKKICKMEKCS

369
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(13). The peptides were then mixed and incubated at RT with their

designated U-plex Linker provided in the MSD U-plex assay kit for

30 mins. MSD Stop Solution (MSD) was added to the peptides/

Linker solution (U-PLEX coupled solution) and incubated at RT for

another 30 min. After incubation, the individual U-PLEX-coupled

solutions were combined into one tube, creating a multiplex coating

solution. The 10-spot U-plex plates were then coated with the

multiplex coating solution containing the various CSP peptides and

incubated at RT for 1hr. After incubation, the U-plex plates were

washed with 1x MSD Wash Buffer and used immediately.

During the incubation of the U-PLEX multiplex coating

solution, samples were prepared. The reference sample was

created by combining unlabeled (no Sulfo-tag) mAb containing,

4.5 ng/mL N-terminus specific mAb 5D5, 1.6 ng/mL junctional

peptide-specific mAb CIS43, 14 ng/mL minor repeat-specific mAb

L9, 14 ng/mL NPNA6-specific mAb 317, and 4.6 ng/mL mAb236

and 4.6 ng/mL mAb 369 for C-term mAbs. This reference sample

was tested at eight, 3-fold dilutions (from neat-1:2,187). Test sera

were diluted three-fold spanning four dilutions from 1:3 to 1:81.

In a 96 well plate (Corning, Glendale, AZ), the sera samples and

the reference sample were combined with the Sulfo-tag reporter mix

containing 25 ng/mL mAb 5D5, 25 ng/mL mAb CIS43, 60 ng/mL

mAb L9, 25ng/mL mAb 317, 16 ng/mL mAb 236, and 32ng/mL

mAb 369 at a constant concentration, then transferred to the

antigen-coated U-plex plate, and incubated at RT for 1hr.

After incubation, the plates were washed three times with 1x

MSD Wash Buffer. MSD Read Buffer B was added to each well and

the plates were immediately read on the MESO QuickPlex SQ 120

(MSD), per the manufacturer’s instructions. Raw data are reported

as mean luminescence signal (MLS).
IC50 determination and
quantitating the concentration
of epitope-specific antibodies

Test sera were diluted three-fold (1:3 to 1:81) to generate a dose

response curve based on the percentage inhibition. The dose response

curve of each sample is entered into the Quest Graph™ IC50

Calculator (https://www.aatbio.com/tools/ic50-calculator). This

calculator models an experimental data set based on a four-

parameter logistic regression model and provides the dilution and

the luminescence signal corresponding to the IC50. Testing eight

different concentrations of the reference/reporter mix in each

experiment was done to generate a standard curve for (a) the

conversion of the IC50 into absolute concentrations of epitope-

specific antibodies in the sample, and (b) the monitoring of the

assay performance from experiment to experiment. The

computational manipulations (i.e., generating the standard curve

and calculating the antibody concentrations) were performed using

the Standard Curve Analysis app (OriginLab Inc, Northampton,

MA). For the conversion of the IC50 to a concentration of epitope-

specific serum antibodies, the luminescence signal is backfitted to the

standard curve. The calculated IC50 concentration is then multiplied

with the dilution factor to determine the absolute concentration of

epitope-specific antibody (equivalency) in the sample.
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Statistical analysis

Univariate analysis between protected and unprotected subjects

was performed to determine the correlation between MSD intensity

(reactivity) to the various peptides and protection status. Prior to any t-

test, we carried out a Shapiro-Wilks test to determine if the to-be-

compared data points were normally distributed. If both were normally

distributed (p < 0.05 by the Shapiro-Wilks test), we applied a two-sided

Student’s t-test. If either distribution was not normally distributed, we

applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Correlations and correlation

matrices (to determine the relationship between the various epitope-

specificities) were calculated and plotted using R Studio (Version

2023.6.1 + 524). R scripts are available upon request.
Results

Serological profiles are significantly
different between protected and
non-protected individuals

Establishing the serological profile of malaria-naïve, RTS,S-

vaccinated subjects and stratifying the results based on protective

status revealed unique roles of repeat- and C-terminal antibodies in

protection (Figure 2). Based on the vaccine design, we assume that the

responses to the junctional sequences are due to the presence of NANP/

NVDP in the junctional peptide (KQPADGNPDPNANPNVDP).

Interestingly, the magnitude in reactivity to the minor repeat peptide

was not statistically different between protected vs. non-protected

individuals. In contrast, protected individuals had significantly

stronger major repeat-specific (NPNA)6 and C-terminal antibody

responses compared to non-protected individuals. Also noteworthy

was the fact that C-terminal antibodies of protected vaccinees

demonstrated more cross-reactivity to the H18 and H50 peptides,

which agrees with prior observations (15). No responses to the N-

terminus were detected confirming the specificity of the assay results

since this region is not included in the RTS,S vaccine.

Correlation matrices were generated to explore the interplay

between the concentrations of epitope-specific antibodies in sera of

protected vs. non-protected RTS,S vaccinees (Figure 3). In protected

individuals, significant correlations were observed between the C-

terminal specific antibodies (3D7, H18, H50) (Figure 3A). Weaker

correlations were observed for repeat-specific antibodies with only

mAbs L9 and CIS43 correlating significantly. Notably, the

magnitude of responses to the C-terminal peptides correlated

strongly with the magnitude to the junctional region (CIS43

epitope). Taken together, the data suggest that a broad immune

response to various epitopes on CSP is associated with protection.

One contributing factor to the stronger correlations in protected

individuals can also be a higher quality, i.e., antibodies with higher

affinity and/or avidity. High quality antibodies will be more

successful in competing with the reporter mAbs than lower

quality antibodies. In contrast, the breadth of responses to the

various epitopes on CSP in non-protected individuals is limited

(Figure 3B) to correlations between the C-terminal responses as well

as between mAbs CIS43 and L9-epitope specific responses.
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Agreement between ELISA and
CBASQE results

Next, we compared the CBASQE data with previously

generated ELISA data assessing total IgG, using the same plate

antigens for human RTS,S vaccinees (42) to determine the level of

agreement between the readout methods. First, we determined the
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correlation between ELISA and CBASQE on the entire sample set

stratified by protective status (Table 2).

Overall, the correlations between the data sets are strong when

analyzing the data of all subjects (r ≥ 0.73) even though the

CBASQE assay detects only selected epitopes across the CSP, i.e.,

epitopes of the respective mAbs used in the CBASQE assay.

Stratifying the data based on protective status, however, revealed
BA

FIGURE 2

Serological profile of RTS,S vaccinees (NCT00075049) as determined in the CBASQE assay. Data expressed as ng/ml epitope-specific antibody
concentration in sera of protected (n=18, (A)) or non-protected (n=18, (B)) RTS,S vaccinees. Equivalency was determined using mAbs CIS43, 317,
236, and 369. Results for N-terminus omitted since no reactivity of the sera was measured. Asterisks indicate statistical significance between
protected vs. non-protected RTS,S vaccinees (two-sample T-test, *p< 0.05, **< 0.005).
B

C

A

FIGURE 1

Overview of the CBASQE assay. (A) The 10-spot MSD plate accommodates up to ten different antigens per well (left column). Wells were coated
with a mixture containing seven U-plex coupled peptides (spots 4-6 were not used). Serially diluted test serum was mixed with the Sulfo-tag labeled
mAb reporter mix and added to the U-plex plates. Loss/reduction in luminescence is seen when serum antibodies successfully competed off the
Sulfo-tag labeled reporter mix. (B) Schematic of the CSP protein visualizing the regions represented by the peptides used in this study and where
epitope-specific mAbs are binding. (C) Analysis workflow for conducting the serological equivalence assay.
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there is a qualitative difference between the serological profiles of

protected vs. non-protected individuals. The degree of correlation

was lower in non-protected individuals for both the repeat and the

C-terminal region. This difference was visualized by generating

scatterplots for each of the plate antigens (Figure 4).
Discussion

Despite decades of rational vaccine design for CSP-based

candidates, there is still a major knowledge gap when it comes to

immune mechanisms mediating protection against P. falciparum

infection whether from naturally acquired or vaccine-induced

immunity. Sporozoite CSP has been extensively studied as a

major target of vaccine development but there is much still

unknown regarding critical epitopes of the CSP molecule leading

to highly active, durable vaccine responses. The newly developed

CBASQE assay simultaneously establishes a serological profile of

antigen specificities across the CSP vaccine antigen and measures

the quality of the response by determining the concentration of

antibodies with equivalence to functionally-active monoclonal

antibodies. The CBASQE assay seeks to narrow this knowledge

gap and inform next generation vaccine design. Our data

demonstrate the following capabilities of the assay:

(a) Sensitive and highly robust assay platform enables the

assessment of small volume samples: The high-throughput and

high-dimensional assessment of sera is conducive to testing samples
Frontiers in Immunology 06
from large clinical trials which provide statistical sample sizes

adequate for determining the functional role of specific epitopes.

(b) Establishing functional serological profiles of clinical

samples (Figures 2, 3): This is invaluable as immunodominance

may be different across species and may have an impact on the

ability to induce antibodies that have functional activity either in

vitro or in vivo. Conventional serological assays such as ELISA and

bead-based flow cytometry (e.g., Luminex) used to determine the

quality and quantity of antibodies rely on species-specific secondary

antibodies. Therefore, direct inter-species comparisons are

confounded by the use of different, species-specific secondary

reagents. This also hampers inter-laboratory comparisons as

different reagents such as different lots of the same secondary

antibody can affect the overall results.

(c) Superiority of the CBASQE assay over established ELISA-

based methods for assessing the magnitude of serological responses

by using CSP-monoclonal, repeat-specific mAbs (43): Our novel

assay can assess serological responses in a species-independent

manner and report the results as mass concentration. The only

serological assay reported to date measures the magnitude of

antibody responses to the repeat region and also failed to detect

correlation with protection (43).

(d) The CBASQE assay measures the absolute concentration of

epitope-specific antibodies in serum/plasma samples and

simultaneously infers the binding strength (avidity) of these

antibodies by competition with potent mAbs: The distinct feature

of the CBASQE assay becomes apparent when comparing the data
BA

FIGURE 3

Antibody profile of protected vs. non-protected RTS,S immunized vaccinees to CSP regions. Correlation matrices indicate the relationship between
the equivalencies of the antibody responses to the various CSP epitope specific mAbs. The color and size of the dots (scale below graphs) indicate
the degree of correlation between the different CSP peptides (small to large indicating low to high correlation). Correlation matrices stratified by
protective status ((A) = protected, (B) = non-protected individuals).
TABLE 2 Correlation between ELISA and CBASQE results.

NPNA6 C-term (3D7) H18 H50

All subjects 0.75 0.73 0.85 0.83

Protected 0.76 0.76 0.94 0.91

Non-protected 0.52 0.48 0.36 0.40
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with ELISA results (Figure 4). ELISA titers to the central repeat

region have been reported as an immune correlate of protection (8,

44). The CBASQE assay shows a significantly higher concentration

of major repeat-directed antibodies in protected subjects (Figure 2),

but antibodies to the minor repeats were not significantly higher in

that cohort. The correlation between ELISA and CBASQE results is

strong in protected individuals (r ≥ 0.74) but lower for non-

protected individuals suggesting more qualitative differences in

the serological response. Qualitative differences between protected

and non-protected vaccinees become even more apparent when

comparing ELISA vs. CBASQE results for C-terminal antibody

responses as further discussed below and when comparing the

profile (ie., when establishing the breadth of the response to

epitopes across the entire CSP molecule) (Figure 2).

The overall agreement between ELISA and CBASQE results is

only observed in protected RTS,S vaccinees (Table 2; Figure 4). One

possible explanation is the impact of avidity on the CBASQE results.

The assay measures epitope-specific antibodies that are capable of

successfully competing with specific mAbs. Successful competition

of test sera with the epitope specific mAbs is a function of antibody

concentration and avidity/affinity. Low-avidity antibodies may not

be able to compete with the high-affinity/avidity mAbs in the

CBASQE assay but will generate titers in an ELISA assay.

Previous work on data integration of serological parameters

revealed antibody avidity as one of the hallmarks of a protective

response (9).

One of the key differences between ELISA and CASQE assay is

the need by ELISAs for secondary reagents that can bias the readout

due to their isotype- and subclass-specificity. The CBASQE assay is
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isotype/subclass agnostic and, therefore, provides a global

assessment of the serological response.

We would like to note that the CBASQE assay reports lower

concentrations of antigen-specific antibodies in sera compared to

quantitative ELISAs. This difference is the result of several factors:

(i) most plate antigens present more than one epitope. For example,

using the C-terminal peptide Pf16 (45) in ELISA assays results in

the binding of a multitude of different antibody clones. In the case of

the CBASQE assay, only the binding to mAb 236- and mAb 369-

specific epitopes is measured. Therefore, reporting the data as such

and distinguishing between a multi-epitope assessment (ELISA) vs.

a mono- or oligo-epitope assessment (CBASQE) is imperative.

Measuring epitope-specific responses rather than the global

response to a plate antigen may reveal clear associations between

epitope and protection. Another noteworthy aspect is the fact that

CBASQE results do not only reflect the magnitude of the epitope

specific response, but also include a qualitative assessment (avidity/

affinity high enough to compete with the reference mAb).

This present study is the first of its kind in that it applies a

competition multiplex assay to assess equivalence of serological

responses to known benchmark mAbs (i.e., mAbs shown to target

critical epitopes and/or mediate functional activity against the

pathogen). Here, we used six mAbs specific for distinct epitopes

across the CSP molecule. The limited number of mAbs could be

seen as a limitation of the assay. When and if new epitopes involved

in protection or immune escape are identified (e.g., Friedman-

Klabanoff et al, manuscript in preparation), both the peptides

representing the respective epitopes and the mAbs can be readily

added to the assay. Another limitation of any serological assay
FIGURE 4

Agreement between ELISA- and CBASQE (Equivalence) results dependent on protective status. Log-transformed ELISA titers (y-axis) and Equivalence
(x-axis) results for repeat-specific and C-terminal responses were stratified by protective status: responses of sera from protected (n=18, top panels)
and non-protected individuals (n=18, bottom panels).
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seeking to determine correlation of the antibody responses with

protection is the fact that the contribution of cellular responses to

protection are de-emphasized, apart from the impact of helper T

cells on the isotype profile of the antibody response.

The present study addresses the controversial role of antibodies

to the CSP’s C-term by revealing that vaccine-induced C-term

responses are associated with protection. We had previously

reported on a multiplex assay for determining the breadth of C-

terminal antibody responses (15). All of the samples for that study

were obtained from malaria-naïve RTS,S vaccinees, and the cross-

reactivity to other C-terminal variant peptides, defined as the

breadth, correlated with protection. In that study, we concluded

that the breadth of C-term binding is a surrogate marker for

reactivity to conserved epitopes within the C-terminus. Here, we

confirm, using a complementary approach, that breadth as

measured by the concentration of antibodies that can cross-react

with a subset of C-term variants represented by H18 and H50 is

also associated with protection (Figures 2, 3). We acknowledge that

this assessment was made with the same set of clinical samples.

Future studies are planned to assess the generalizability of this

observation in other RTS,S as well as other CSP-based vaccine

candidate trials.

The objective of this study was to establish a new assay platform

that addresses shortcomings of commonly-used readout methods

for establishing serological profiles. We used a sample set from an

RTS,S clinical trial where participants were challenged (CHMI)

after immunization to validate the CBASQE approach. The next

step is to apply this new assay to additional, larger CHMI sample

sets to further support these findings, and to monitor the

development and maturation of protective responses during the

course of vaccination. Ultimately, the CBASQE assay will need to be

applied to field samples to establish functional serological profiles in

residents of malaria-endemic regions (46, 47) as compared to

profiles induced by vaccination of malaria-naïve individuals and

with various vaccine formulations.

Lastly, this concept of measuring the equivalence of antibody

responses in comparison to mAbs with known therapeutic/

protective activity or even sera from protected/immune

individuals provides a high-throughput readout to decipher

functionally relevant serological responses responsible for

protection. These data are invaluable for next-generation vaccine

design and down-selection of vaccine formulations.
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